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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let E be a real Banach space with norm ]] I/. Then an operator A c E x E 
with domain D(A) and range R(A) is said to be accretive if ](xi - xz]] < 
/Ix, -x2 + r(y, -yJ] for all yi EAx,, i= 1,2, and r > 0. An accretive 
operator A c E x E is m-accretive if R(I + rA) = E for all r > 0, where Z is 
the identity. If A is accretive, we can define, for each positive r, a single- 
valued mapping J,: R(Z + rA) + D(A) by J, = (Z + rA)- ‘. It is called the 
resolvent of A. In [6], Reich proved the following theorem: Let E be a 
uniformly smooth Banach space, and let A c E X E be m-accretive. If 
0 E R(A), then for each x in E the strong lim,,, .Z,x exists and belongs to 
A -IO. He remarked also that the assumption that A is m-accretive can be 
replaced with the assumption that cl@(A)), the closure of D(A), is convex, 
and that A satisfies the range condition: R(Z + rA) 1 cl(D(A)) for all r > 0. 
In this paper, we first prove a theorem that generalizes imultaneously the 
above results. Furthermore, we generalize another Reich strong convergence 
theorem asserting that the strong lim,,, .Z,x exists in uniformly convex and 
uniformly smooth Banach spaces. Though our proofs are similar to those in 
[6], they are slightly simple on account of using Banach limits. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let S be a set and let m(S) be the Banach space of all bounded real- 
valued functions on S with the supremum norm. An element ,U E m(S)* (the 
dual space of m(S)) is called a mean on S if ]]p]] =,~(l) = 1. Let ~1 be a mean 
on S and f E m(S). Then we denote by PDF) the value of ,u at the functionj 
According to the time and circumstances, we write by ,~~df(r)) the value 
,~df). We know that p E m(S)* is a mean on S if and only if 
inf{f(s): s E S} <&J Q sup{f(s): s E S} 
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for every fE m(S). Let S be an abstract semigroup. Then, for each s E S and 
f~ m(S), we can define elements f, andf” in m(S) given by.&(t) =f(st) and 
f”(t) =f(ts) for all t E S. A mean p on S is called left (right) invariant if 
Pdf,> =d.f> cum =lucf>) f or allfE m(S) and s E S. An invariant mean is 
a left and right invariant mean. A semigroup which has a left (right) 
invariant mean is called left (right) amenable. A semigroup S which has an 
invariant mean is called amenable. Day [2] proved that a commutative 
semigroup is amenable. 
Let E be a real Banach space and let E* be its dual, that is, the space of 
all continuous linear functionals f on E. The value offE E* at x E E will be 
denoted by (x,f). With each x E E, we associate the set 
J(x) = {.E E”: (x,f) = 11~11~ = Ilfll’l- 
Using the Hahn-Banach theorem, it is immediately clear that Jx # qf~ for any 
x E E. Then multi-valued operator J: E + E * is called the duality mapping 
of E. Let U = {x E E: ]]x]( = 1) be the unit sphere of E. Then a Banach space 
E is said to be smooth provided 
lirn IIX + thll - IIXII 
t-10 t 
exists for each x, h E U. When this is the case, the norm of E is said to be 
Gateaux differentiable. It is said to be Frechet differentiable if for each x in 
U, this limit is attained uniformly for h in U. The space E is said to have 
uniformly Glteaux differentiable norm if for each h E U, the limit is attained 
uniformly for x E U. The norm of E is said to be uniformly Frechet differen- 
tiable (and E is said to be uniformly smooth) if the limit is attained 
uniformly for (x, y) in U x U. It is well known that if E is smooth, then the 
duality mapping J is single value. It is also known that if E has a uniformly 
Gateaux differentiable norm, J is uniformly continuous on bounded sets 
when E has its strong topology while E* has its weak star topology; see [3]. 
Let S be an index set, let ,O be a mean on S, and let E be a real Banach 
space. Then, if {x,: t E S} c E is bounded, we can define the real-valued 
continuous convex function g on E by 
&Y(Y) =Pt II& -YI12 
for each y E E. By the methods of [5, Lemma I.21 and [8], we obtain the 
following 
LEMMA 1. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Banach space 
E with a uniformly Gdteaux dlflerentiable norm, let S be an index set, let 
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{xt: t E S} be a bounded set of E, and let p be a mean on S. Let u E C. Then, 
~,Il~,-~llz=~~1UIll~t-rl12 
if and only if ,q(z - u, J(x, - u)) < 0 f or all z E C, where J is the duality 




Let E > 0 be given. Since the norm of E is uniformly Gateaux differentiable, 
the duality map is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of E from the 
strong topology of E to the weak star topology of E*. Therefore, 
I(z - u, J(x, - Au - (1 - A) z) - J(x, - u))l < E 
if ,I is close enough to 1. Consequently, we have 
(z - u, J(x, - u)) < E + (z - u, J(x, - Au - (1 - A) z)) 
1 
G&f 2(1-A) ~/1~,-~112-11~,-~~-~~-~~~112~ 
and hence 
PAZ - u, J@, - ~1) 
1 
GE+ 2(1-/I) ~{~U,llX,--l12-~~llxt-~~-(1 -4zll’l <E. 
Therefore, we have ,u~(z - u, J(x, - u)) < 0 for all z E C. 
We prove the converse. Let z, u E C. Then, since 
IIx~-z~/~-IIx~-u~~*~~(u--Z,J(X~-U)) 
for all t E S and ,u,(z - u, J(x, - u)) < 0, we have 
~~llx~-uIIz=~~~c1~IIx,--l12. 
3. THE BEHAVIOR OF J, WHEN r-+ co 
Let D be a subset of a real Banach space E. Then we denote by cl(D) the 
closure of D and by Co D its closed convex hull. Recall that an operator 
AcExE isaccretiveifforallxiED(A),yiEAx,,i=1,2,andr>0, 
11x1 - x2II G 11x1 -x2 + r(y, -Y*N 
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A is accretive if and only if for each xi E D(A) and yi E Axi, i = 1, 2, there 
exists j E .Z(x, - x2) such that (y, - yz ,j) > 0. If A is accretive, we can 
define, for each positive I, the resolvent of A, .Z,: R (Z + rA) -+ D(A) by J, = 
(Z + rA)-’ and the Yosida approximation of A, A,: R (Z + rA) -+ E by A, = 
(l/r)(Z -.Z,). We know that A,x E AJrx for every x E R(Z + rA) and that 
IlArxll G IAxl f or every xED(A)nR(Z+rA), where ]Ax]=inf{]]y]]: 
y E Ax}; see [ 11. We also know that A - ‘0 = F(J,) for each r > 0, with 
R(Z+rA)1D(A), h w ere F(J,) is the set of fixed points of J,. 
LEMMA 2. Let E be a Banach space, let A c E x E be an accretive 
operator that satisfies the range condition R (Z + rA) I> cl(D(A)) for all r > 0, 
andletxER(Z+rA)forallr>O. 
(i) Zf there exists {t,} with t, -+ co and y = lim,,, J[,x, then 
YE A-lo. 
(ii) Zf E is smooth and there exist {t,} and {s,} such that t,+ 00, 
s, + co, y = lim,,, JI,x, and z = lim,,, JSnx, then y = z. 
Proof: (i) Let r > 0. Since y = lim,,, Jt,x and hence {J,“x} is 
bounded. we have 
II JrJt,x - Jt,4 < r lAJfnxI < r 
as n --+ co. Then we have J,y = y and hence y E A - ‘0 = F(J,.). 
(ii) Since z E A-‘0 and A is an accretive operator, we have 
(Jt,x - x, J(Jlnx - z)) 4 0 
and hence ( y - x, J(y - z)) < 0. Similarly, we have (z - x, J(z - y)) < 0. 
Therefore ( y - z, J( y - z)) < 0 and hence y = z. 
A closed convex subset C of E is said to have the fixed point property for 
nonexpansive mappings if every nonexpansive mapping of C into itself has a 
fixed point in C. Now we can prove the first strong convergence theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a rejlexive Banach space with a uniformly 
G&eaux dtflerentiable norm and let A c E x E be an accretive operator that 
satisfies the range condition. Suppose that every weakly compact convex 
subset of E has the fued point property for nonexpansive mappings. Let C be 
a closed convex subset of E such that C c R(Z + rA) and C is Jr-invariant 
for some r > 0. Zf 0 E R(A), then for each x in C, lim,,, J,x exists and 
belongs to A - ‘0. 
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Prooj Fix a point x in C and let t, + co. Then, since A -IO # $, {Jl,x} is 
bounded. So, for an invariant mean ,u on N = { 1,2,...}, i.e., a Banach limit, 
we can define a real-valued function g on C by 
g(z) ‘Pn IIJ,,x - z II2 
for each z E C. Let 
and 
r0 = inf{pu, ]]J,,x - z I]*: z E C) 
K = {z E C:pu, IIJ,,x - z[l* = r,,}. 
Then, it follows that K is nonempty, closed, convex, and bounded. 
Furthermore, K is Jr-invariant. In fact, since ]]JrJI,x - Jt,x]] + 0 as n + co, 
we have that for each u E K, 
dJ,u) =Pn IIJI”X -Jrul12 
“Pn lIJrJL,X-Jr412 
So, by the hypothesis, there exists a fixed point u of J, in K. Since A -IO = 
F(J,) and A is accretive, we have 
(Jt.x - x, J(Jl”X - 0)) < 0 
for all n > 0 and hence 
,u,(Jl”X -x, J(Jl”X - u>) < 0. (1) 
By Lemma 1, we have also that 
P,(Z - v, J(J,“X - 0)) Q 0 
for all z E C. Putting z = x, we have 
P,(X - u, J(J,,x - 0)) < 0. (2) 
From (1) and (2), we have p,, l]J,,x - u]I* Q 0. So, we can choose {Jtnjx) 
such that t,,+ 00 and v = lim J’“,x. Therefore by Lemma 2, we obtain that 
Jtx-+u as t+ co. 
As direct consequences, we obtain Reich’s results [6]. 
COROLLARY 1. Let E be a uniformly smooth Banach space, and let 
A c E X E be m-accretive. If 0 E R(A), then for each x in E lim,,, J,x 
exists and belongs to A - ’ 0. 
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Proof. Putting C = E, we can obtain the desired result. 
COROLLARY 2. Let E be a reflexive Banach space with a uniformly 
Gdteaux dtrerentiable norm and suppose that every weakly compact convex 
subset of E has the fixed point property for nonexpansive mappings. Let 
A c E x E be an accretive operator that satiszes the range condition and 
A-‘Of 0. Then, if the closure cl(D(A)) of D(A) is convex, for each 
x E cl(D(A)) lim I-roo J,x exists and belongs to A-IO. 
Prooj Putting C = cl(D(A)), we can obtain the desired result. 
4. THE BEHAVIOR OF J, WHEN r-0 
We now consider the behavior of the resolvent J, when r + 0. 
LEMMA 3. Let E be a smooth Banach space, let A c E x E be an 
accretive operator that satisfies the range condition, and let 
XE nr>rJ R(I + rA). Suppose that there exist {t,) and {t,} such that t, + 0, 
t, + 0, u = lim Jinx, and z = lim JI,x. Then we have u = z. 
Proof: Fix y E cl(D(A)) and choose {y,} such that y, E D(A) and 
y, --+ y. Then, from 
we have Jt y -+ y as t -+ 0. From the accretiveness of A, 
((x - Jt,x> - (Y - J,Y~ J(Jtnx -Jt ~1) 2 0 
for all t > 0. So, if t --) 0, we obtain 
(x - Jt,x, J(Jt,,x -Y)) > 0 
for all y E cl(D(A)) and hence 
PU,(X - Jt,x, J(Jt,x -Y>) > 0 (3) 
for all y E cl(D(A)), where p is a Banach limit. Then since z = lim JI,x E 
cl(D(A)), we have 
P,(X - Jt,x, J(Jtnx - 2)) 2 0 
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and hence 
(x - u, J(u - z)) = .‘\I (x - Jt,x, J(Jtnx - z)) 
= ,u”(X -J&x, J(Jl”X - z)) > 0. 
Similarly, we have (x - z, J(z - u)) > 0. Therefore, we obtain u = z. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a reflexive Banach space with a uniformly 
G&eaux dtflerentiable norm, let A c E x E be an accretive operator that 
satisfies the range condition, and let C be a closed convex subset of E such 
that cl(D(A)) c C c n,,, R(I + rA). Then, for each x E C, lim,,, J,x exists 
if and only if there exists a nonexpansive retraction P of C onto cl(D(A)). 
Proof: Let Px = lim,,,J,x for each x E C. Then from 
(Px - Py, J(Px - Py)) = Frn(J,x - Jt y, J(Px - Py)) 
G Ilx-Yll llpx-pY/I~ 
it follows that P is nonexpansive. It is obvious that P is a retraction of C 
onto cl(D(A)). 
Suppose that there exists a nonexpansive retraction P of C onto cl(D(A)). 
Let x E C and t, -+ 0. Then for a Banach limit ,u, we can define a real-valued 
function g on C by 
g(z) =iu, IIJt,x - zI12 
for each z E C. Let K = {u E C: g(u) = minypc g(y)}. Then, K is nonempty, 
closed, convex, and bounded. Furthermore, K n cl(D(A)) # 4. In fact, let 
u E K. Then, since PJt.x = J1,x, we have 
g~~~)=iUnlIJ~,~-~~l12=~I,II~J,~~-~~I12 
~~nlIJt,x-~11*=&4 
and hence Pu E K f3 cl(D(A)). Let v E K n cl(D(A)). Then from Lemma 1 
we have 
P& - v, J(Jtnx - v>) Q 0 
for all z E C. Especially, if z =x, we have 
P,(X - v, J(J+ - v>> <0. 
From (3) in the proof of Lemma 3, we know also that 
P,(X - Jt,x, J(Jtlx -VI) > 0 
(4) 
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for all y E cl@(A)). If y = u, we have 
(5) 
From (4) and (5), we obtain 
P,(V - J*,x, J(Jf”X - u>) 2 0 
and hence pu, ]]J,,x - u ]]* = 0. So, we can choose {Jlnjx} such that tg + 0 and 
u = lim Jtmjx. Therefore by Lemma 3, we obtain that lim,,, J,x exists. 
By the method of [4, Theorem 2.31, we can also prove the following 
results concerning a nonexpansive retraction of a closed convex set C onto 
cl@(A)): (i) Let E be a reflexive and strictly convex Banach space, let 
A c E x E be an accretive operator that satisfies the range condition, and let 
C be a closed convex subset of E such that cl@(A)) c C c nr>o R(I + rA). 
Then there exists a nonexpansive retraction P of C onto Co D(A). (ii) Let E 
be a Banach space so that E* has a Frechet differentiable norm and let 
A c E x E be an accretive operator that satisfies the range condition. If there 
exists a closed convex subset C of E such that cl(I)(A)) c Cc 
or>,, R (I+ rA), then cl@(A)) is convex. 
Using the above two results and Theorem 2, we obtain another Reich 
strong convergence theorem [6, Theorem 51. 
COROLLARY 3. Let E be a Banach space that is both uniformly convex 
and uniformly smooth. If A c E x E is m-accretive, then for each x in E the 
strong lim,,, J,x exists. 
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